In some cases the model's error term may be decomposed as the sum of two independent error terms, each having a patterned covariance matrix, such that if one of the unobservable error terms is artificially treated as "missing data", the EM algorithm can be used to compute the maximum likelihood estimates for the original problem. Some decompositions produce likel ihood equations which do not have an explicit solution at each iteration of the EM algorithm, but within-iteration explicit solutions are shown for two general classes of models including covariance component models used for analysis of longitUdinal data.
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• INTRODUCTI ON

_1
The maximum 1 ikelihood estimators of Sand Tare the solutions of these likelihood equations: (Anderson, 1970 (Anderson, ,1973 , neither of which is guaranteed to converge. Szatrowski (1980) gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the structure of X and Eo such that there --exist explicit, noniterative solutions to the I ikel ihood. We shall use the phrase "S-expl icit representation" to represent Szatrowski's (1980) rigorous defintion of "an estimator has explicit representation" under the assumption that~ohas "normal form".
In the present context, f3 has S-expl ici t The EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977 
• "complete data" and "incomplete data".
{y.}N denote the obse~ved,
In this context the complete-data
• ,
• The~-th ite~ation of the EM algo~ithm has two steps, the "E step" and the "M step". The details of these steps fo~t his p~oblem a~e given in the following pa~ag~aphs.
EStep
At the~-th i te~ation, the "E step" is the computation of the conditional expectation of the complete-data sufficient statistic given:
(1) the obse~ved data, y , ••• , y", and (2) the estimated
values of the pa~amete~s f~om the~-1 ite~ation. In.
this context the equations are: where:
• and o(r) is the mean of the o~r) .
-1 Step. The conditio~al expectation of the sufficient statistic at the r-th iteration, given the observed data and the values of the parameters from iteration r-l is:
l3{r-1), E{r-l), w{r-1))
ErE.o.o~I # ] = N V{r)
,-,-,
where~i and~are given by (11) and (12) with E{r-1) = w{r-I)I respectively.
-2
M
Step. At the r-th iteration the complete-data likelihood equations are equation (14) for T{r) ,:
• and
In these equations both l3(r) and w(r) have S-expl ici t representation regardless of the form of E • • Olkin and Press (1969) • Consider the model above general ized so that J.I
EXAMPLES WITH R-TH ITERATE EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS
has an assumed structure, J.I=XS , which impl ies~hatñ either S nor l: will have explicit representation --0 excep t for very spec i a I comb ina t ions of l: and X.
-0
Thus, an iterative technique will be required to compute maximum likelihood estimators. We can use an artifice to put this model into the framework of the previous section: let n.= o. + E.
-1 -1 -1
sYlllllletl'Y pattel'n and thel'efol'e the vectol' T has onl Y -1
This model is a special case of the model of section 3 in which L has the cil'culal' sYlllllletl'Y -1 pattel'n, which is a special case of lineal' stl'uctul'e.
We can use the EM algol'ithm as descl'ibed in section 3 to obtain maximum I ikelihood estimates of S, T , and, W has S-expUcil represen ta t i on. At the r-th i tera t i on of the EM algorithm, the E step is exactly as given in the preceeding section. The M step computation~of~(r), w(r) and C(r) are given by equations (22), (23), and (17) and
. ,
2p) ifp is odd 2p, p) if P is even.
Th i s problem is overparame ter·i zed; T and ware not 1 separately identifiable. However, the parameter being estimated is 01= T +w, which is identifiable. The 
sufficient statistics are given with o(r)= Zo~(r) , the third by: The latter forms of (29) and (30) are obtained using a matrix identity from Dempster, Rubin, and Tsutakawa (1981) .
For the H step e(r)is given by (22) One of these two conditions is commonly assumed in covariance components models. If ,(r)has S-expl icit
which is a straightforward computation •
